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Implementation Spotlight: Educator Evaluation with 
Teacher Teams is a Powerful Combination 
 

Erin Dukeshire is a middle school science teacher and T3 Teacher Leader at Orchard Gardens K-8 Pilot School 
in Roxbury, MA, and a 2013 winner of the Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics and Science. Read 
on to learn about Erin’s experience with the new evaluation system (also featured in the Huffington Post). 

When my school – the Orchard Gardens K-8 in the Roxbury neighborhood of Boston – 
piloted the new Educator Evaluation system, I was optimistic about the changes. My past 
evaluations at other schools had been minimally helpful. I often heard critical feedback for 
the first time in June, which meant I had lost many months of opportunity for improvement. 
Other times, my evaluators named areas for improvement that didn’t feel accurate. 
Evaluation became a “she said, she said” conversation, rather than the discussion my 
evaluator and I had both hoped to have about how I could be a better teacher for my 
students. 
Now, in my third year of the new Educator Evaluation framework, I feel that evaluation is 
making me a better teacher. Evaluation is working for teachers and students at my school 
because it provides a framework for the work that teacher teams have been doing since our 
school was designated a turnaround school in 2010. Teams of teachers collaboratively set 
goals, track progress toward these goals, and problem-solve to support students. Our teams 
are led by teacher leaders, but our evaluators participate actively in our meetings and 
provided additional individual support outside of meetings.  
Here is how it works at my school: As leader of my school’s science team, I facilitate a goal-
setting conversation at the start of the school year. We analyze data from the MCAS and 
teacher-created assessments from previous years to set a goal for student achievement, 
and teachers on the team typically adopt this goal as one of their individual evaluation goals. 
It is a difficult process of compromising on a goal and measures of progress – and that leads 
to high levels of investment by team members.  
During weekly meetings, we track our progress toward the goal and problem-solve together. 
Each week our team analyzes evidence of student learning and plans collaboratively to help 
each other meet our year-long student achievement goals. These meetings are the most 
important reason the evaluation system works to help students learn more.  
For example, last week, pairs of teachers used recent test results to identify a group of 
students who were not meeting our team’s student achievement goal. Then teachers 
developed strategies to support these students. During this time, a colleague helped me 
adapt an instructional strategy from his classroom to help my students. Pulling a small group 
of struggling learners later in the day, I gave each group a set of cards my colleague and I 
created.  Each card showed pictures representing astronomy terms, and I asked the children 
to explain how pairs of cards were related to each other. I listened and coached as they 
developed a stronger understanding of the relationships between stars, solar systems, 
galaxies, and the universe. All of our students benefit when we collaborate around our 
evaluation goal. 
Our conversations are always based on evidence of student learning. Early in the year, we 
create a calendar for sharing formative and summative assessment results with the team. 
We record student achievement data in a shared spreadsheet, and then bring and discuss 
student work that adds meaning to the numerical data. This spreadsheet becomes our most 
important artifact for evaluation because it helps us publicly and frequently discuss students’ 
progress.  
But uploading this spreadsheet as an artifact to Boston’s Educator Development and 
Feedback System is a formality. Our evaluator has worked alongside the team to analyze 
our data, consider lessons and student work behind the numeric data, and strategize new 
ways to help students learn. It’s the way we use this artifact to improve our instruction that 
really determines our evaluation results.                                            
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DDM Implementation Briefs  
 

ESE will be releasing a series of 
Implementation Briefs designed to 
provide targeted guidance focused 
on timely questions around the 
implementation of DDMs and 
Student Impact Ratings. These briefs 
highlight important questions, 
resources, and approaches for 
districts to consider, but are not to be 
considered exhaustive resources on 
their topics. The first three in the 
series are now available: Scoring 
and Parameter Setting, Using 
Student Growth Percentiles, and 
Investigating Fairness. Learn more 
about the Implementation Briefs 
here.   
 
DDMs “Office Hours”  
 

ESE has partnered with the 
Massachusetts Organization of 
Educational Collaboratives (MOEC) 
and educational collaboratives 
across the Commonwealth to 
organize a series of DDMs “Office 
Hours” meetings. District DDM 
Working Group members (1-2 per 
district) are invited to attend to have 
their questions answered, learn 
about and share implementation 
strategies, and receive feedback on 
potential measures from ESE’s DDM 
experts.  Space is limited.  Learn 
more about the sessions and how to 
RSVP here.   

 
 

  

      

http://www.teachplus.org/page/t3-initiative-8.html
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       Implementation Spotlight, Continued  from  page 1 
The evaluation system, with its goals and artifacts, supports and validates work that is 
already important to the teachers on our team and the students we teach. Knowing our 
team’s work is tied to our professional evaluations encourages us to stay accountable to the 
team. We also know our work will be formally recognized at the end of the year in our 
evaluations.   
The science team’s use of evaluation to support student learning is typical of the teams at 
my school. Our administration designed structures so teacher teams will be successful, and 
these same structures have also supported smooth implementation of the new evaluation 
system. Our class schedule allows for ninety uninterrupted minutes of weekly team meeting 
time. The school’s partnership with Teach Plus’ T3 Initiative helps select and coach teacher 
leaders to be effective team facilitators. When I hear the concerns of dedicated teachers at 
other schools and districts about the beginning the new evaluation system, I wish more 
educators could experience implementation with the same team-based structures my school 
uses. In coordination with strong teacher teams, the new Educator Evaluation improves my 
effectiveness and encourages teacher collaboration to improve outcomes for students.  
Do you have highlights or success stories about your work to implement the new evaluation framework 
that you would like to share? To submit your story, email EducatorEvaluation@doe.mass.edu.  
 

Model Contract Language: DDMs and Student Impact 
Ratings – Now Available 
On January 29th, ESE released Appendix E of Part IV of the Massachusetts Model System 
for Educator Evaluation, Model Contract Language for the Implementation of the Student 
Impact Rating and District-Determined Measures (DDMs). This document highlights two 
critical priorities for the implementation of DDMs.  First, teachers must be engaged as key 
stakeholders in the identification of DDMs. Second, the process for identifying DDMs should 
be expeditious to position districts to implement DDMs beginning in the 2014-15 school year.  
Please note, this model contract language is designed to be “dropped-in” at the placeholder 
(Section 22) for Student Impact Ratings that was included in the model contract language 
released by the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE) in January 2012 
in conjunction with Part IV. 
ESE hopes this model contract language will prove useful to districts and we appreciate the 
support and feedback we received from the state associations of superintendents, school 
committees, and teachers unions. 
 

DDM Resources for CVTE Educators 
The Educator Evaluation Team would like to thank the more than 80 Career/Vocational 
Technical Education teachers and administrators from across the Commonwealth who 
contributed their time and great ideas to assisting ESE in the development of resources that 
will support CVTE schools and districts with the identification of District-Determined 
Measures (DDMs). Earlier this school year, ESE’s partner, WestEd, facilitated the statewide 
collection of sample assessments from CVTE educators that hold promise for use as DDMs.  
On January 15, 2014 ESE and WestEd convened 55 expert teachers from 27 CVTE program 
areas for a full-day workshop. The participants collaborated with program-area colleagues to 
discuss key content, review collected assessments, share their current assessments and 
discuss how these assessments could be adapted for use as DDMs (e.g., modified to 
measure student growth). The experts did a wonderful job generating ideas for leveraging 
current assessments, most notably performance assessments, for use as DDMs. In addition, 
all participants left the session with action steps to support DDM identification and 
development back at their schools.  
On February 12, 2014 ESE and WestEd convened 31 CVTE administrators to process and 
supplement the information collected from the teacher experts. Their charge was to consider 
various approaches to identifying or developing DDMs that will result in assessments that 
are aligned to valued content and will provide teachers with meaningful information about 
their students.  The administrators shared and further refined their plans for implementing 
DDMs in their schools and districts.  
ESE and WestEd will be synthesizing the recommended approaches and ideas generated at 
these two meetings in order to provide CVTE schools and districts with resources to support 
local DDM identification, development and implementation. These resources will include 
example assessments and indirect measures, recommendations for how to modify 
assessments to measure student growth for potential use as DDMs and suggestions from 
CVTE administrators on DDM implementation strategies and will be available in early April.  

 
 

 
Evidence Collection Toolkit 
The Evidence Collection Toolkit is 
designed to support districts to 
establish clear and consistent 
expectations for educator collection 
of evidence and promote a 
meaningful process for the collection, 
analysis, and sharing of high quality 
artifacts. The toolkit includes short 
guidance, examples of district 
strategies, a worksheet for district 
decision-making, and a handout of 
Evidence Collection Tips for 
Educators. It is intended for use by 
district leadership in consultation with 
school leaders and/or an Educator 
Evaluation Working Group. 

 
 
Newsletter Feedback  
With more than 1,300 subscribers, 
the Educator Evaluation e-
Newsletter reaches educators 
throughout the Commonwealth. 
Recently we asked our readers to 
provide feedback on the newsletter. 
We received over 150 responses 
from a variety of educators, including 
teachers (24%), principals (19%), 
school administrators (8%), 
superintendents (6%), district 
administrators (25%), and 
specialized instructional support 
personnel (8%). Thank you for taking 
the time to share your thoughts and 
suggestions! 

A majority of respondents report 
reading the newsletter every month 
and sharing it with colleagues. We 
were also pleased to learn that 
readers find all of the sections of the 
newsletter somewhat or very useful, 
with the New Resources, Questions 
from the Field, and Feature Articles 
being the most useful and the Mark 
Your Calendar section being the 
least. We have already begun to use 
your feedback and hope you see the 
differences beginning in this 
newsletter. 

We also received a large number of 
comments expressing appreciation 
for the Implementation Spotlight and 
requesting we highlight more 
examples. Our team is always 
looking for ways to share best 
practices and embed district 
examples into ESE resources. Our 
conversations with educators and 
the questions we receive drive a 
majority of the newsletter content, so 
please get in touch! You can always 
reach a member of our team at 
EducatorEvaluation@doe.mass.edu.  
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Questions from the Field 
1. How can districts request an extension for implementing District-
Determined Measures (DDMs)? 
The template for districts to submit DDMs Implementation Plans is now available.  Districts 
should email completed plans by June 1, 2014 to EducatorEvaluation@doe.mass.edu. As 
indicated in the Commissioner's August 15, 2013 memo, at the time of submission, districts 
may request a one-year extension for specific grades/subjects or courses for which DDMs 
have not yet been identified. Such extensions will be conditioned on ongoing district 
progress in implementing DDMs and a clear plan for utilizing the extension. The extension 
request form is included with the template (see the blue tab).  Download the template here.  
 
2. Can a DDM assess student growth in behavioral, social, or 
emotional domains? 
Yes. DDMs must be related to curriculum frameworks (see the definition of District-
Determined Measures in 603 CMR 35.02). Therefore, when behavioral, social, and/or 
emotional learning is an explicit part of an educator’s curriculum, such as in the case of 
certain special educators and support personnel, a DDM assessing growth in one or more 
of those areas would be appropriate. However, it would not be appropriate to use a 
measure like this when behavior, social, or emotional skills are not directly taught as part of 
a curriculum. ESE recommends that where such an educator also provides academic 
instruction, the measures reflect this dual responsibility, i.e. one DDM assesses academic 
growth and the other assesses behavioral/social/emotional growth. 

More information on identifying appropriate DDMs for special educators will be provided in 
an upcoming Implementation Brief, which will be published the first week of April.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mark Your Calendar  
DDMs Assessment Literacy 
Webinar 9: Sustainability 
 

Thursday, February 27th  
4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Register here. 
 
Professional Practice 
Innovation Grant (Fund Code 
213), Informational Webinar 
 

Tuesday, March 4th  
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
Register here. 
 
DDM Office Hours 
 

Beginning March 6th 
See the full schedule here. 
 
Educator Evaluation Spring 
Convening 
 

May 28th and repeated May 29th 
Best Western Royal Plaza Hotel, 
Marlborough, MA 
 

Registration links will be shared 
with superintendents in early 
March.  Visit our website for more 
information and to review 
materials from last year’s event. 
 

  

       

       

Questions or Comments are always welcome at  
EducatorEvaluation@doe.mass.edu  

Contact the Educator Evaluation Team 
Claire Abbott, Evaluation Training Program, Implementation Support, Student and Staff Feedback  
Susan Berglund, Evaluation Liaison to Level 3 and Level 4 Districts 
Kate Ducharme, Implementation Support, Student and Staff Feedback 
Kat Johnston, Communications, Peer Assistance & Review, Implementation Support 
Simone Lynch, Assistant Director, Office of Educator Policy, Preparation and Leadership 
Ron Noble, Evaluation Project Lead, District-Determined Measures, Student & Staff Feedback 
Samantha Warburton, MA Model System, Evaluation Training Program, Data Reporting 
Craig Waterman, Assessment Coordinator, District-Determined Measures 

 
The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education is committed to preparing all students for success in the world that awaits them 
after high school. Whether you are a student, parent, educator, community leader, taxpayer, or other stakeholder interested in education, 
we invite you to join us in this endeavor. 
"To strengthen the Commonwealth's public education system so that every student is prepared to succeed in postsecondary education, 
compete in the global economy, and understand the rights and responsibilities of American citizens, and in so doing, to close all 
proficiency gaps." 
• Strengthen curriculum, instruction, and assessment 

• Improve educator effectiveness 

• Turn around the lowest performing districts and schools 
• Use data and technology to support student performance 

  

       
To receive the monthly Educator Evaluation e-Newsletter in your inbox, please subscribe at 

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1475008/Educator-Evaluation-e-Newsletter-Sign-Up. 
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